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Abstract - In this communication era, wireless sensor network 

places a vital role.  Wireless sensor network comprises of various 

types of sensor networks. Deployment of sensor nodes in wireless 

sensor network is a major concern to optimal result. There are 

various techniques in deploying the wireless sensor node. Among 

those some of the methods are, randomized method of 

deployment, grid based deployment, contour based deployment 

and projection based deployment. In this paper we are 

comparing all above methods and we show that projection based 
method out performs the rest of all othermethods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network is a collection of various wireless 
sensor nodes for sensing and transcieving operation. The basic 
unit of wireless sensor network is wireless sensor node. The 
wireless sensor node comprises power unit, processor, 
transceiver, analog to digital converter and sensors as shown in 
Figure 1.1. The process of arranging wireless sensor nodes in a 
wireless sensor network in appropriate manner is called sensor 
deployment [14]. 

The message transmitting and receiving by a wireless 
sensor node in a wireless sensor network consumes energy, 
which is a major factor for determining the performance of 
sensor network. Wireless sensor network batteries are 
exhaustible. Less complexity and a better manageability is also 
one of the major concerns in deployment of wireless sensor 
node. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Sensor Node 

Deploying the sensors nodes is a facet of conceptual energy 
utilization in wireless sensor network. It is necessary to 
optimize energy consumption in various ways. The range of 
communication of different sensor nodes depends on its own 
application.  We have various deployment methods such as 
random deployment method, grid deployment method, contour 
based deployment method and projection based deployment 
method. 

Wireless sensor networks work with two methods, inter 
cluster and intracluster. Wireless sensor network having 
various applications namely weather forecasting, military 
applications, law enforcement and security application, location 
based identification, environmental sensing and monitoring. 

The paper is organized as follows section two explains the 
literature survey, section three explains the comparative results 
on various deployment methods and at last in section four 
draws the conclusion of our research work. 

II. RELATEDWORK 

In wireless sensor network deployment of wireless nodes is 
major concern to ensure the entire region of target area with 
minimum sensor nodes. The Figure 2.1 shows the random 
deployment of sensor nodes. The conventional method of 
deploying the sensor nodes in a sensor network is randomized. 
In general, a uniform random deployment is assumed to be 
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easy as well as cost effective. In this methodology the nodes 
are placed in such a way that nodes are deployed randomly in a 
target area in irrespective of the range of communication [1] 
[6].  The major pitfall of this technique is that the range of 
communication of sensor node will overlap with the range of 
communication of other sensor node. In this method due to its 
randomness we cannot say that the exact number of sensors 
present in a particular region. Here by which the energy 
consumed by the sensor node is comparatively   high.   As   the   
nodes   are deployed randomly this may or may not cover the 
complete target area, due to its randomness [13]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Random deployments of sensor nodes in a given area 

An efficient method of deployment has been proposed to 
overcome the drawback of random deployment called grid 
based deployment [7]. In this method the target area is 
completely divided into horizontal rows and vertical columns. 
Such intersection of a row and a column is called grid. This 
methodology is also called as precise methodology. 

In this method the deployment of sensor node grid depends 
on the grid size and the range of the communication   of sensor 
nodes. Here the numbers of sensors are fixed for 1 square [13]. 
So it is easy to calculate total number of sensors present in the 
network. Here the maximum utilization of sensing in each grid 
results to the efficient performance of   the sensor network is 
comparatively done. The major applications of sensor network 
are weather forecasting, detecting extent animals at the forest, 
in battlefield and in agriculture field [9].  Where we may not 
expect the target area to be in a square shape as depicted in 
Figure 2.2. Hence this methodology is also called as square 
methodology [2]. Grid methodology cannot be applied for 
irregular shape of the area [8]. Also the main drawback of grid 
scan is that the grid size is hard to decide. Too large a size will 
result in poor accuracy and too small a size will result high 
computation cost due to large number of grids. 

 

Figure 2.2 Grid based sensor node deployment technique. 

A new approach has been developed to overcome the 
drawback of grid methodology called contour methodology. In 
this methodology the sensor nodes are arranged sequentially 
without any overlapping range of communication [4].  This 
deployment method can be applied to any shape of the 
(irregular) target area [6]. The sensor nodes are placed in a 
circular shape. Therefore, it founds difficult to place the sensor 
nodes at the border of the target area. The disadvantage of this 
methodology is if we try to deploy the sensor nodes on the 
border, an uncovered area will be created which is called as a 
hole, by which extra sensors required to cover the holes it leads 
to overlapping of sensor nodes‟ range   of communication as 
shown in Figure 2.3. It also requires maximum number of 
nodes but actually not required in that border. Hence this 
deployment method consumes more energy and also expensive 
[3][10]. 

 

Figure 2.3 Coverage hole that is undetected by Contour based method 

An efficient method of deployment has been proposed to 
overcome the drawback of previous methodologies called 
projection based methodology [4]. This method shows an 
improved performance over the contour based method. In this 
technique the covering of entire plane which do not overlap nor 
leave any gaps. It allows full coverage of area [5]. So we get 
good quality of information, and there is no chance of loss of 
information. This method can be applied for any irregular 
shapes to ensure the full target area with minimum number of 
sensor nodes. The range of communication of sensor node is 
not fixed [12]. In this methodology the sensor nodes are 
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arranged in a hexagonal shape as depicted in the below 
Figure2.4. Deployment at the border in projection based and is 
shown in the below Figure 2.5. The range of communication 
without overlapping of every node is and node to node distance 
is r√3 where „r‟ is   the radius of the range of communication 
[4] [8]. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Hexagon Deployment of sensor nodes 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Deployment at the border in projection based 

 

III. COMPARATIVE RESULTANALYSIS 
 

In this section we conduct a performance evaluation of 4 
deployment strategies. The primary factors for all experiments 
are: The number of nodes, sensing range and energy 
consumption. We had simulated all the deployment models as 
we had discussed in the above section using an event driven 
simulator NS-2(Network Simulator-2).  We had compared and 
analyzed the four different deployment methods considering 
the energy utilization, number of required sensor nodes for 
coverage and connectivity of sensor network [5] [11]. 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Figure 3.1 Number of sensor nodes in Regular Area  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Number of sensor nodes in Irregular area 

In the above Figure 3.1 the random deployment and contour 
method utilizes the maximum number of sensor nodes compare 
to grid deployment and projection based method in regular 
shape. As grid topology cannot be applied for irregular shape. 
We compared rest of the three deployment methods for 
irregular shape in the below depicted Figure 3.2. 

A. Energy Utilization 

The consumption of energy is major concern in Wireless 
sensor network. A sensor node is composed of sensing unit, a 
processing unit, a transceiver unit and a power unit. The main 
consumer of energy is transceiver unit and processing unit. The 
processing unit requires energy to aggregate data, computer 
routing and maintain security etc.… As projection based 
method consumes less energy compared to other deployment 
methods. The energy utilization graph depicts as below 
Figure3.3. 

By this comparative analysis the projection based 
methodology gives an efficient result compared to other three 
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discussed methods. And it is also not expensive. Result 
projection based method outperforms differently. 

 

Figure 3.3 Energy Utilization 

B. Memory Usage 

The consumption of memory is major concern in wireless 
sensor network, sensor node contains several units. It used to 
receive a data surrounded by sensor node. The projection based 
method is requiring less memory as compared to other 
deployment for full coverage and connectivity of target area. 

 

Figure 3.4 Memory Usage 

          In this above Figure 3.4 shows the projection based 
method is consuming less memory to store data. Hence this 
method gives efficient result compare to other three discussed 
methods. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

With the major progress in technology miniaturization and 
increase in reduction of cost many deploying methods are 
supported in Wireless coverage and connectivity energy 
utilization.  As   a result projection based method outperforms 
the other deployment methods. This method is not so expensive 
to build and gives optimum results. The sensing and message 

transmission is also done very efficiently in projection based 
methods. In our further research work, we intended to work on 
various network parameters for comparing the deployment 
techniques by considering with and without obstacles and also 
aim to develop and implement a new more efficient universally 
acceptable deployment method for wireless sensor network. 
Deployment methods. This method is not so expensive to build 
and gives optimum results. The sensing and message 
transmission is also done very efficiently in projection based 
methods. In our further research work, we intended to work on 
various network parameters for comparing the deployment 
techniques by considering with and without obstacles and also 
aim to develop and implement a new more efficient universally 
acceptable deployment method for wireless sensor network. 
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